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About This Game

Deadly Silence is the best and only horror open world game in the world!!!

Welcome to Deadly Silence, the ultimate action game for people that enjoy action, gore and violence. The game puts you face
to face with a huge array of challenges and situations as you face some unpredictable odds.

Story:

A cemetery full of people had to deal with a major accident during a windy Saturday. All the persons that visited their loved
ones or which attended funerals died. However, the police can’t find any bodies. The cemetery is closed down now and the case

is closed too because there’s no real way to figure out what happened and finally solve this rather intriguing and challenging
case.

The problem is that more and more people in town are missing and the remaining residents are scared that the body count
increases and they may very well be next.

You are play the role of Alex, who has a partner named Lana. Lana had a very good life until now, but this shift in the city
affected her a lot more than ever before. Her sister is missing, so she needs to do everything in her power to figure out a good
approach and finally get to the bottom of these missing cases. Can you help Alex solve these puzzles and finally get back his

loved one?
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Gameplay:

Deadly Silence is a very intense game where you will use more than 60 different cars to drive around and explore the city. You
have 60 different filters as well and more than 8 large locations that you can check out. Here you can interact with some of the

few people that are alive in the city and which may be able to give the assistance you need.

In Deadly Silence you can also use your mobile phone, you can call other characters, play music, send them messages, purchase
weapons and even a new car. It offers a great blend with the current society where just about anything can be acquired via a

phone.
Exploring the city will be very scary, as you have to deal with zombies, scary locations and a plethora of challenges that will

come right in front of you. The focus is on going well over any challenge that appears as you acquire new weapons and stuff via
your phone.

Deadly Silence delivers a great simulation of what would happen if a zombie apocalypse would appear right now. What would
you do? With Deadly Silence you get to simulate and experience all of that, all while enjoying a very fun and unique gameplay!

Features:

In-mobile game where you can contact other characters, play music and buy weapons or cars
60 cars you can purchase and use

More than 50 different filter types
Visit places like the morgue, cemetery, metro station, prison, hospital or city

Outstanding graphics with a focus on gore and violence
Best played with headphones

6 different weapons to choose from
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Title: Deadly Silence
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Electrical Eagle
Publisher:
Electrical Eagle
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2500 @3.3 GHz / AMD FX-8320 @3.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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For a basically a text quest game, the font is pretty hard to read, and also white on black makes your eyes tired too quickly,
which makes the whole game feel like a chore.
There's too much reading, and not enough making choices. On top of that the texts are not very well written and there's not
enough art to support them. Even grammatically, this game's full of mistakes. There's games out there with proper graphics, that
are written much better and provide more opportunities to make choices. Since this is a text quest, you expect much higher
quality in these aspects. So this is pretty disappointing.. Absolutely USELESS.. you pay for what you think youre getting. and
they want ANOTHER $300.00 (or a monthly subscription) usd to unlock the BASIC FEATURES LIKE SAVING SOUND
SETTINGS... save your money, Download mixxx, its free and FULLY FUNCTIONAL. I own and operate Freethink Radio, and
online shoutcast radio station, Ive been using Mixxx broadcaster for almost 6 years.. VDJ 7 Was an absolute waste of time and
money. The other comments are correct. youre better off just getting the free version. This is a total ripoff......... A relaxing
casual game. music is pleasant and gameplay very easy to start off. could probibly use some higher difficulty for some people,
but i like it as is. have not completely played through so can't say about later levels.. VERY BIG THANKS LUNA!! For me the
game is perfect. VERY BIG THANKS!!

. "You have been kicked to make room for a member" the game.
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This game is fun but only if you have a headset, a friend (that you can to talk to on skype or something) and don't mind
restarting over and over again.. I really gave this game a fair shot, and after hours of gameplay have concluded that this is just
another limited Paradox game that touts many options on the retail screen but delivering very few of them.. Decent pixelart
game. You will die a lot, and it reminds me of old arcade games which we all loved. No saves, just one run and see how far you
can get. I recommend changing music to "Old School" as it gets you in the mood.

Definitely recommended for any old timers out there.. Yet another Simulator? Kill it with fire? Nope. That one actually is quite
fine. While the characters may look a bit odd the game itself is quite fun. Didn't believe it myself before I actually tried it. So
can I recommend it? Well, yes. Actually I can. If you're into the firefighter topic, give it a try.. Pretty decent. A solid soundtrack
with a game that is heavily akin to the age old Break Out brick-breaking style stuff. This one has a few slight twists and
altogether plays pretty well - for a cheap price it's worth it if you enjoy fiddling with these sorts of games.

New Update 2.8.0::
2.8.0 (new):
-Improvement.
-Bug fixes.

2.7.0:
-Improvement.
-Bug fixes.

2.6.6:
-Bug fixes and improvements.

2.6.5:
-Fix keys delay.
-Bug fixes and stability improvements.

2.6.1:
-Fix fullscreen problem
-Bug fixes

2.6.0:
-Improve the introduction of the game.
-Bug fixes.
-Add graphics levels for weaker computers (Fantastic - Good - Fast).
-Performance improvements.
-Fix small problems.

2.5.9:
-Performance improvements.
-Bug fixes.

Last Update:
-Add Linux platform.
-Performance improvements.
-Bug fixes.

Old Update:
-Change the dual screen to triple screen.
-Bug fixes and stability improvements.
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